By double ideal quotient, we mean (I : (I : J)) where ideals I and J. In our previous work [11] , double ideal quotient and its variants are shown to be very useful for checking prime divisor and generating primary component. Combining those properties, we can compute "direct localization" effectively, comparing with full primary decomposition. In this paper, we apply modular techniques effectively to computation of such double ideal quotient and its variants, where first we compute them modulo several prime numbers and then lift them up over rational numbers by Chinese Remainder Theorem and rational reconstruction. As a new modular technique for double ideal quotient and its variants, we devise criteria for output from modular computations. Also, we apply modular techniques to intermediate primary decomposition. We examine the effectiveness of our modular techniques for several examples by preliminary computational experiences on Singular.
New contributions
For ideals I and J, double ideal quotient is an ideal of shape (I : (I : J)). It and its variants are effective for localization and give us criteria for prime divisors (primary components) and ways to generate primary components. In [11] , "Local Primary Algorithm" computes the specific primary component from given a prime ideal without full primary decomposition. However, they tend to be very time-consuming for computing Gröbner bases and ideal quotients in some cases. Also, there is another problem with a way to find candidates of prime divisors. As a solution of these problems, we propose a new method for computing double ideal quotient in the n variables polynomial ring with rational coefficient Q[X] = Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] by using "Modular Techniques". It is well-known that modular techniques are useful to avoid intermediate coefficient growth and have a good relationship with parallel computing (see [1, 4, 10, 14] ). In this paper, we have the following contributions. For a prime number p, let Z (p) = {a/b ∈ Q | p ∤ b} be the localized ring by p and F p [X] the polynomial ring over the finite field. We denote by φ p the canonical projection Z p [X] → F p [X]. Given ideals I and J in the polynomial ring with rational coefficients Q[X], we first compute double ideal quotient of the image φ p ((I : (I : J)) ∩ Z (p) [X]) in F p [X] for "lucky" primes p (we will discuss such luckiness later). Next, we lift them up to G can , a candidate of Gröbner basis, from the computed Gröbner basisḠ of φ p ((I : (I : J)) ∩ Z (p) [X]) by using Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) and rational reconstruction (see [4] ). Avoiding intermediate coefficient growth, there are effectiveness of this method for several examples.
Also, we extend the criterion in [11] about prime divisor in order to compute certain "intermediate decomposition" and to find prime divisors in some special cases. For an ideal I and a prime ideal P , it follows that P is a prime divisor of I if and only if P ⊃ (I : (I : P )) (see Theorem 31 (Criterion 5), [11] ). However, the projected image of a prime ideal may be not a prime ideal but an intersection of prime ideals in F p [X]. Thus, we generalize the criterion to a radical ideal J ⊃ I; it follows that every prime divisor P of J is associated with I if and only if J ⊃ (I : (I : J)).
Next, we apply it to intermediate primary decomposition. Primary decomposition of an ideal in a polynomial ring over a field is an essential tool of Commutative Algebra and Algebraic Geometry. Algorithms of primary decomposition have been much studied, for example, by [8, 18, 12, 6] . However, primary decomposition in Q[X] still tends to be very time-consuming. One of bottlenecks of its computation is intermediate coefficient growth even if coefficients in input are very small. In contrast, it does not happen in F p [X] and thus we may compute primary decomposition in F p [X] more easily than one in Q[X]. We apply double ideal quotient to check whether candidates of prime divisors from modular techniques are associated with the original ideal or not. Moreover, in Shimoyama-Yokoyama Algorithm [18] and Noro-Kawazoe Algorithm [12] , it is important to find prime divisor efficiently and hence getting prime divisors by modular techniques is very helpful. It shall contribute the total efficiency of the whole process since our "intermediate decomposition" may divide a big task into small ones as a "divide-and-conquer" strategy.
In short, a prime number p is called effectively lucky for the reduced Gröbner basis G ⊂ Q[X] of an ideal I = I(F ) if φ p (G) is the reduced Gröbner basis of I p (F ), where I(F ) is the ideal generated by F in Q[X] and I p (F ) is the ideal generated by φ p (F ) in F p [X]. If p is effectively lucky for G, then I(G) and I p (G) have the same maximal independent set. Thus, for the set of prime divisors Ass(φ p (I ∩ Z (p) [X])) of φ p (I ∩ Z (p) [X]), we combine primary divisors which have the same maximal independent set. It is shown in [15] that the projected image I p (F ) of a radical I(F ) ⊂ Q[X] is radical for all but finitely many prime numbers p and a radical. Thus, we can apply the criterion for radical to the lifting of some intersections of prime divisors in F p [X]. Aiming "intermediate decomposition", maximal independent sets play an important role. For a subset U of variables X, let
If P p (U ) consists of one prime idealP p , then the lift up P can is prime divisor of I. Moreover, if P p (U ) consists of two prime idealsP 1 andP 2 , then we combine those prime divisors and apply the criterion for radical to liftP 1 ∩P 2 up. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2.1, we introduce extended criteria for prime divisor and primary component based on double ideal quotient and its variants. In section 2.2, we apply modular techniques to double ideal quotient and its variants. In section 2.3, we see some effectiveness of modular method in several examples in a preliminary experiment. Its practicality on real computer will be examined by more detailed experiments.
Main theorems
Here we show theoretical bases for our new techniques described in Section 1. We denote an arbitrary field by K and the ideal generated by f 1 , . . . , f s ∈ K[X] by (f 1 , . . . , f s ) K[X] . If the base ring is obvious, we simply write (f 1 , . . . , f s ). We denote the set of prime divisors of I by Ass(I). Also, we denote by K[X] P the localized ring by a prime ideal P and by I P the ideal IK[X] P respectively.
Criteria for prime divisors and primary components
First, we recall criteria using double ideal quotient and its variants (see [11] , Sect. 3.). In Proposition 2.1.1, the equivalence between (A) and (B) is originally described in [19] . In our previous work [11] , we relates it with a variant of double ideal quotient (I : (I : P ∞ )). Double ideal quotient is also used to compute equidimensional hull in [6] , which we use in Lemma 2.1.4 and Theorem 2.1.8 later. We will show that such double ideal quotient(s) can be computed efficiently by modular techniques in Section 2.2. Next, we introduce extended theorems about double ideal quotient and its variants toward intermediate primary decomposition in Section 2.3. Proposition 2.1.1 gives a relationship between an ideal I and a prime divisor P . It can be extended to one between an ideal I and an intersection of some prime divisors J. Thus, we consider a radical ideal J instead of a prime ideal P as follows. Finally, we show that (C) implies (A). Let P ∈ Ass(J). Then, J P ⊃ (I : (I : J ∞ )) P ⊃ (I P : (I P : J ∞ P )) and J P = P P ∈ Ass(I P ) by Proposition 2.1.1. Hence, P ∈ Ass(I).
To generate primary component, the following lemma is well-known. Here, for d-dimensional ideal I, equidimensional hull hull(I) is the intersection of ddimensional primary components I. Here, we generalize Lemma 2.1.4 to an intersection of equidimensional prime divisors as follows.
Lemma 2.1.5. Let I be an ideal and J an intersection of prime divisors of I. Suppose J is unmixed i.e. dim(P ) = dim(J) for any P ∈ Ass(J). Then, for a sufficiently large integer m, hull(I + J m ) is an intersection of P -primary components appearing in a primary decomposition of I. We also generalize Theorem 2.1.6 to intersection of primary components by similar techniques in proofs of Theorem 2.1.2 and Lemma 2.1.5 using localization by P ∈ Ass(J) as follows. We can check whether m appearing in Lemma 2.1.5 is large enough or not by Theorem 2.1.7 since hull(I + J m ) is an intersection of Pprimary components appearing in a primary decomposition of I if hull(I + J m ) satisfies the following second condition (B) . Also, we can compute the isolated primary component from its associated prime by a variant of double ideal quotient. is the isolated P -primary component of I.
We generalize Theorem 2.1.8 as follows. We omit the proof since we can show by the similar proofs of Theorem 2.1.2 and Lemma 2.1.5 by using localization by prime ideal. where Q P is the isolated P -primary component of I.
Modular techniques for double ideal quotient
We propose a modular technique for double ideal quotient. For a prime number p, let Z (p) = {a/b ∈ Q | p ∤ b} be the localized ring by p and F p [X] the polynomial ring over the finite field. We denote by φ p the canonical projection
We recall the outline of "modular algorithm for ideal operation" (see [15] ) as Algorithm 1. Given ideals I, J, ideal operations AL( * , * ) over Q[X] and AL p ( * , * ) over F[X] as inputs, we compute AL(I, J) as the output by using modular computations. First, we choose a list of random prime numbers P, which satisfies certain computable condition primeTest. For example, prime-Test is to check whether p is permissible (see Definition 2.2.1) for Gröbner bases of I and J or not. Next, we compute modular operations H p = AL p (I, J) for each p ∈ P. After omitting expected unlucky primes by DeleteUnluck-yPrimes, we lift H p 's up to H can by CRT and rational reconstruction. Finally, we check H can is really correct answer by FinalTest. If FinalTest says False, then we enlarge P and continue from the first step. In this paper, we introduce new FinalTest for ideal quotient and double ideal quotient. First, we introduce some notions of good primes as follows. and ≺ a monomial ordering. Let G be the reduced Gröbner basis of I(F ). Next, the notion of p-compatible Gröbner basis candidate is very useful for criteria to FinalTest in modular techniques . Definition 4.1, [15] ). Let G can be a finite subset of Q[X] and F ⊂ Q[X]. We call G can a p-compatible Gröbner basis candidate for F and ≺, if p is permissible for G can and φ p (G) is a Gröbner basis of I 0 p (F ) with respect to ≺.
The following lemma can be used to FinalTest in modular techniques. [15] ). Suppose that G can is a p-compatible Gröbner basis candidate for (F, ≺), and G can ⊂ I(F ). Then G can is a Gröbner basis of I(F ) with respect to ≺.
We introduce the following criteria for ideal quotient and saturation in modular techniques, appearing in [15] . We apply this lemma to double ideal quotient as follows. To check the condition that (I p (F ) : I p (G)) = φ p ((I(F ) : I(G)) ∩ Z (p) [X]) and the third condition K can ⊂ (I(F ) : (I(F ) : I(G))), we need the Gröbner basis of (I(F ) : I(G)) in general. However, as to the third condition, in a special case that P is associated prime divisor of I, we confirm it more easily. Setting I(G) = P for a prime ideal P , we device the following "Associated Test" using modular techniques. In above associated test, K can will be G if P is a prime divisor of I. Thus, we omit CRT and rational reconstruction as follows. Also, we minimize the number of prime numbers we use since we can check the number is large enough comparing with the following G . For a finite set G, we define
is a coefficient in a term of an element of G}. Proof. Since p∈P p is enough larger than coefficients appearing in G, it follows that G is a Gröbner basis candidate itself and we can set K can = G in Theorem 2.2.8. It is obvious that this K can satisfies all conditions in Theorem 2.2.8.
Also, we devise a non-associated test as follows. The test is useful since it does not need a condition (I p (F ) : I p (G)) = φ p ((I(F ) : I(G)) ∩ Z (p) [X]), that is, it does not need an explicit computation of the reduced Gröbner basis of (I(F ) : I(G)). 
Intermediate primary decomposition
In this section, we introduce intermediate primary decomposition using modular techniques. In general, modular primary decomposition is very difficult to compute since primary component may be different over infinite finite fields. For example, I = (x 2 + 1) ∩ (x + 1) is a prime decomposition in Q[X], however, it is not in F p [X] for every prime number p of type p = 4n+1. Thus, we propose intermediate primary decomposition instead of full primary decomposition. We say that H can is a self-Gröbner basis if H can is Gröbner basis of I(H can ). Let U be a subset of variables X and
where p is permissible for F . Corollary 2.3.1. Let U be a subset of X such that P p (U ) is not empty, andH a Gröebner basis ofJ = Pp∈Pp(U) P p . Let H can be a Gröbner basis candidate constructed fromH and J = H can . Suppose H can is a self-Gröebner basis. If J is a prime ideal and p is permissible for the reduced Gröbner basis of (I : J) then J is a prime divisor of I. If P p (U ) consist of one prime, that is,J is prime, then J is a prime divisor of I. As shown in Corollary 2.3.1, if P p (U ) consists of one prime ideal, then its lifted ideal is a prime divisor of I. Moreover, if P p (U ) consists of two prime ideals P 1 andP 2 and then we combine those prime divisors and apply the criterion for radical to the lift up ofP 1 ∩P 2 . We also make the same argument forP 1 ∩P 2 ∩P 3 , P 1 ∩P 2 ∩P 3 ∩P 4 and so on. 
Experiments
In this section, we see some naive experiments on Singular [5] . A command quotient is an implemented function on Singular, while modQuotient is one we implemented by modular techniques. Timings (in seconds) are measured in real time and on a PC with Intel Core i7-8700B CPU with 32GB memory. We see several examples with intermediate coefficient growth. The source code will be open in https://github.com/IshiharaYuki/moddiq.
To implement modular algorithms for ideal quotient and saturation, we use the library modular.lib. The function modular returns a candidate from modular computations by CRT and rational reconstruction. The function has primeTest, DeleteLuckyPrimes, pTest and FinalTest as the optional arguments. In this paper, we implemented primeTest, pTest and FinalTest for ideal quotient and saturation. Also, we use Singular implemented functions quotient and saturation to compute (I : J) and (I : J ∞ ) respectively (about computations of ideal quotient and saturation, see [9] ). We explain some details of our implementations. First, modQuotient computes ideal quotient by modular techniques based on Lemma 2.2.5. Second, modSaturation computes saturation by modular techniques based on Lemma 2.2.11. Finally, diq and modDiq computes double ideal quotient by using quotient and modQuotient twice respectively. We tested our implementation by "cyclic ideal", where cyclic(n) is defined in Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] (see the definition in [3] ). We let P 1 = (−15x 5 + 16x 3 6 
) be a prime divisor of cyclic (6) . Also, we used ideals appearing in [2] , where it is very difficult to compute directly their Gröbner bases over Q[x, y, z]. We let I 1 = (8x 2 y 2 + 5xy 3 + 3x 3 z + x 2 yz, x 5 + 2y 3 z 2 + 13y 2 z 3 + 5yz 4 , 8x 3 + 12y 3 + xz 2 + 3, 7x 2 y 4 + 18xy 3 z 2 + y 3 z 3 ) and I 2 = (2xy 4 z 2 + x 3 y 2 z − x 2 y 3 z + 2xyz 2 + 7y 3 + 7, 2x 2 y 4 z + x 2 yz 2 − xy 2 z 2 + 2x 2 yz − 12x + 12y, 2y 5 z + x 2 y 2 z − xy 3 z − xy 3 + y4 + 2y 2 z, 3xy 4 z 3 + x 2 y 2 z − xy 3 z + 4y 3 z 2 + 3xyz 3 + 4z 2 − x + y), I 3 = (5x 3 y 2 z + 3y 3 x 2 z + 7xy 2 z 2 , 3xy 2 z 2 + x 5 + 11y 2 z 2 , 4xyz + 7x 3 + 12y 3 + 1, 3x 3 − 4y 3 + yz 2 ).
In Table 1 , we can see that modQuotient is very effective for computation of such ideals. In table 2, we compare timings of computations of saturation in each method. To consider ideals with non-prime components, we take products of ideals. We can see that modSat is very effective even when multiplicities of target primary components are large. In table 3, we see results of double ideal quotient in each methods. We can see that modDiq is very efficient, comparing with the rational diq. As a whole, we detected the efficiency of modular techniques for ideal quotients by computational experiments. >2 hours 0.20 ((I 3 · (x 2 , xy)) : (x, y)) 0.68 0.08 ((I 2 3 · (x 2 , xy)) : (x, y)) 853 0.27 ) > 2 hours 124 ((I 3 · (x 2 , xy)) : ((I 3 · (x 2 , xy)) : (x, y))) 1.38 0.16 ((I 2 3 · (x 2 , xy)) : ((I 2 3 · (x 2 , xy)) : (x, y)) 1708 0.55 We are on the way to implement Associated Check (Algotihm 2) and Intermediate Primary Decomposition (Algorithm 4). However, we can expect that those algorithms will also be efficient for examples we see in the experiments of modQuotient and modSat. As our future work, we continue to improve the implementations and extend experiments to other examples.
